Abstract-Many scientific applications have workloads comprised of multiple heterogeneous tasks that are not known in advance and may vary in the resources needed during execution. However, high-performance computing systems are designed to support applications comprised of mostly monolithic, single-job workloads. Pilot systems decouple workload specification, resource selection, and task execution via job placeholders and late-binding. Pilot systems help to satisfy the resource requirements of workloads comprised of multiple tasks with the capabilities and usage policies of HPC systems. RADICAL-Pilot (RP) is a portable, modular and extensible Python-based Pilot system. In this paper we describe RP's design, discuss how it is engineered, characterize its performance and show its ability to execute heterogeneous and dynamic workloads on a range of high-performance computing systems. RP is capable of spawning more than 100 tasks/second and the steady-state execution of up to 8,000 concurrent tasks. RP can be used stand-alone, as well as integrated with other application-level tools as a runtime system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supercomputers have been designed to support applications comprised of mostly monolithic, single-job workloads. However, many important scientific applications have workloads comprised of multiple heterogeneous tasks that are not known in advance and may have dynamic relationships between tasks [1] [2] [3] . This requires middleware that can efficiently manage dynamic workloads and resources. In contrast, HPC systems have been designed and operated to maximize overall system utilization, which typically entails static resource partitioning across jobs and users. Thus, there is a tension between the resource requirements of nontraditional workloads and the capabilities of the traditional HPC system software as well as their usage policies.
Applications with workloads comprised of multiple tasks account for a relevant fraction of utilization [4, 5] , are likely to grow in importance [6] [7] [8] , and could benefit from better execution and resource management on HPC resources [9] . Consequently, the ability to support the resource requirements of these workloads without compromising traditional capabilities needs careful software ecosystem design.
Pilot systems have proven particularly effective in the execution of workloads comprised of multiple tasks on physically distributed resources. They decouple workload specification, resource selection, and task execution via job placeholders and late-binding. Pilot systems submit job placeholders (i.e., pilots) to the scheduler of resources. Once active, each pilot accepts and executes tasks directly submitted to it by the application (i.e., late-binding). Tasks are thus executed within time and space boundaries set by the resource scheduler, yet are scheduled by the application.
Pilot systems address two apparently contradictory requirements: accessing HPC resources via their centralized schedulers while letting applications independently schedule tasks on the acquired portion of resources. By implementing multi-level scheduling and late-binding, Pilot systems not only lower task scheduling overhead, mitigate queuing delays, and enable higher task execution throughput, but they also enable greater control over the resources acquired to execute heterogeneous and dynamic workloads. As such, Pilot systems provide a promising starting point to ease the tension between the resource requirements of workloads comprised of heterogeneous and dynamic tasks and the the capabilities of the traditional HPC system software.
Due to socio-technical reasons, the development of Pilot systems has been mainly tailored to specific user communities or resources [10] and relegated to distributed computing. This has limited the appreciation of the generality of the "Pilot abstraction" [10, 11] . In turn, this has resulted in implementations of Pilot systems that do not exploit the full potential of the Pilot abstraction to support the execution of workloads comprised of multiple tasks.
In this paper, we introduce and experimentally characterize RADICAL-Pilot (RP), a Pilot system that fully implements the concepts and capabilities of the Pilot abstraction. Accordingly, the design of RP imposes no constraints on the heterogeneity and dynamism of both workload and resources. RP supports heterogeneity by concurrently executing tasks with different properties and couplings on resources with diverse architecture and software environments. Dynamism is supported by managing the runtime variations of the number, properties and coupling between tasks.
The implementation of RP differs from other Pilot systems mostly in terms of API, portability, and introspection. Implemented in Python, RP is a self-contained Pilot system which can be used to provide a runtime system for applications with heterogeneous and dynamic workloads. RP exposes an application-facing API called "Pilot API" [12] and utilizes SAGA [13] to interface to the resource layer. RP provides method-level profiling for each RP module which enables a precise and fine-grained measurement of the overheads. RP can provide runtime capabilities when interfaced with other application-level tools [14, 15] , workflow and workload management systems such as Swift [16] and PanDA [17] respectively. However, RP is not a workflow system and does not provide workload management capabilities itself.
In Section II, we provide a summary of related work describing the distinctive capabilities of RP with respect to existing systems. Section III discusses the design and architecture of RP, establishing how it is a faithful implementation of the Pilot Abstraction engineered for scale and functionality. Section IV provides the results of the core experiments of this paper and an analysis of the results.
II. RELATED WORK
Since 1995, around twenty systems with pilot capabilities have been implemented [10] . Some noteworthy highlights are presented: AppLeS [18] offered one of the first implementation of resource placeholders and applicationlevel scheduling; HTCondor [19] and Glidein [20] enabled pilot-based concurrent execution on multiple and diverse resources; and DIANE [21] , AliEn [22] , DIRAC [23] , PanDA [17] , and GlideinWMS [24] brought pilot-based workload executions to the LHC communities.
In contrast to RP, these systems are tailored for specific workloads, resources, interfaces, or development models. They often encapsulate pilot capabilities within monolithic tools with greater functional scope. HTCondor with Glidein on OSG [25] is one of the most widely used Pilot systems but serves mostly single core workloads. The Pilot systems developed for the LHC communities execute millions of jobs a week [17] but specialize on supporting LHC workloads and, in most cases, specific resources like those of WLCG.
Similar specialization can be found in systems without pilot capabilities. For example, CRAM [26] is a tool developed to execute static ensembles of MPI tasks on HPC resources, one of the workload types also supported by RP. Developed for Sequoia, an IBM BG/Q system at LLNL, CRAM parallelizes the execution of an application with many input parameters by bundling it into a single MPI executable. Compared to CRAM, RP generalizes ensemble capabilities for both MPI and non-MPI applications, and for applications for which execution plans are not known in advance. In addition to IBM BG/Q, RP also provides these generalized capabilities on many other HPC systems.
Recognizing the potential for High-Throughput Computing (HTC) on HPC resources, IBM developed an HTC mode resembling a Pilot system [27] for the series of IBM BG/L products. Unsupported by later IBM Blue Gene series, RP brings back this HTC capability generalizing it to HPC architectures beyond IBM BG/L machines.
Pilots and pilot-like capabilities are also implemented by various workflow management systems. Pegasus [28] uses Glidein via providers like Corral [29] ; Makeflow [30] and FireWorks [31] enable users to manually start workers on HPC resources via master/worker tools called Work Queue [32] and LaunchPad [31] ; and Swift [16] uses two Pilot systems called Falkon [33] and Coasters [34] . In these systems, the pilot is not always a stand-alone capability and in those cases any innovations and advances of the pilot capability are thus confined to the encasing system.
Pegasus-MPI-Cluster (PMC) [35] is an MPI-based Master/Worker framework that can be used in combination with Pegasus. In the same spirit as RP, this enables Pegasus to run large-scale workflows of small tasks on HPC resources. In constrast with RP, tasks are limited to single node execution. In addition there is a dependency on f ork()/exec() on the compute node which rules out PMC on some HPC resources.
Falkon is an early example of a Pilot system for HPC environments. Similar to RP, Falkon exposes an API that is used to develop distributed applications or to be integrated within an end-to-end system such as with Swift. Different to RP, Falkon is optimized for single core applications. Consistent with RP, it has been designed to implement concurrency at multiple levels including dispatching, scheduling, and spawning of tasks across multiple compute nodes of possibly multiple resources.
Coasters is similar to RP in that it supports heterogeneity at resource level. RP supports a greater variety of resources though, mainly due to the use of SAGA as its resource interoperability layer. The two systems differ in their architectures and workload heterogeneity (RP also supports multi-node MPI applications).
JETS [36] is a middleware component providing Swift and Coasters with high performance support for manyparallel-task computing (MPTC). JETS executes shortduration MPI tasks at scale using pilots managed by Coasters and workloads codified in the Swift scripting language. RP enables MPI executions natively, decoupling the implementation of application-side patterns of distributed computation like MPTC from the resource-side communication capabilities like MPI. JETS uses runtime features available in the MPICH MPI implementation [37] , similar to RP using runtime features from OpenRTE [38] , a component of the OpenMPI MPI implementation.
The implementation of pilots on HPC resources is particularly challenging when the f ork()/exec() call is not made available to the users as, for example, on the IBM BG/Q machines. This call is used to enable applicationside scheduling of tasks on pilots executed on the resource compute nodes. Swift has circumvented this limitation by supporting the sub-jobs feature of the Cobalt scheduler [39] , available for example on Mira, an IBM BG/Q at ALCF. RP generalizes this approach by directly using sub-jobs as supported by the IBM BG/Q operating system, avoiding the dependency on the Cobalt scheduler.
Swift/T, the latest incarnation of Swift [40] (T of Turbine [41] ), steps away from the orchestration of executables by interpreting tasks as functions. This requires tasks to be codified as functions instead of executables, for example via the main-wrap technique presented in [39] . While promising in terms of performance, this approach creates obstacles for The Many-task computing [42] paradigm was introduced to bridge the gap between high throughput computing and high performance computing paradigms from a workload perspective. We make no presumptive constraints on workload duration, size or origin (e.g., distributed scientific workflows, multi-component applications).
III. DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
RP is a runtime system designed to execute heterogeneous and dynamic workloads on diverse resources (Fig. 1) . Workloads and pilots are described via the Pilot API and passed to the RP runtime system. RP launches the pilots and executes the tasks of the workload on them.
Internally, RP represents pilots as aggregates of resources independent from the architecture and topology of the target machines, and workloads as a set of units to be executed on the resources of the pilot. Both pilots and units are stateful entities, each with a well-defined state model and life cycle. Their states and state transitions are managed via the three modules of the RP architecture: PilotManager, UnitManager, and Agent (Fig. 1, purple boxes) .
The PilotManager launches pilots on resources via the SAGA API. The SAGA API implements an adapter for each type of supported resource, exposing uniform methods for job and data management. The UnitManager schedules units to pilots for execution. A MongoDB database is used to communicate the workload between UnitManager and Agents. For this reason, the database instance needs to be accessible both from the user workstation and the target resources. The Agent bootstraps on a remote resource, pulls units from the MongoDB instance, and manages their execution on the cores held by the pilot. 
A. State and Component Models
The lifespan of pilots has four states distributed among the PilotManager, resource, and pilot instance (Fig. 2) . Pilots are instantiated in the state NEW by the PilotManager, wait in a queue to be launched, and transition to PM_LAUNCH when submitted to a Resource Manager (RM) via the SAGA API. Pilots wait in the queue of the RM and, once scheduled, become P_ACTIVE. They remain in this state until the end of their lifetime, when they transition to DONE.
The unit state model has nine states distributed across the UnitManager, MongoDB instance, and Agent (Fig. 3) . Instantiated in the state NEW by the UnitManager, every unit is scheduled on an Agent (UM_SCHEDULING) via a queue on a MongoDB instance. The unit is then scheduled on the required number of cores held by the Agent's pilot (A_SCHEDULING), and finally executed (A_EXECUTING).
The unit state model pertains also to the input and output data of the units. When required, the input data of a unit are either pushed to the Agent (U_STAGING_IN) or pulled from the Agent (A_STAGING_IN), depending on data locality and sharing requirements. Similarly, the output data of the unit are staged out by the Agent and UnitManager (A_STAGING_OUT, U_STAGING_OUT) to a specified destination, e.g., the user workstation. Both input and output staging are optional, depending on the requirements of the units. The actual file transfers are enacted via SAGA, and support (gsi)scp, (gsi)sftp, and Globus Online.
The state transitions represented in Figures 2 and 3 are sequential and every transition can fail or be canceled by the PilotManager or UnitManager. All state transitions are managed by the PilotManager, UnitManager, and Agent components. The only special case is the transition of the pilots to the state P_ACTIVE which is dictated by the resource's RM, but managed by the PilotManager. Each component of RP has a independent semantic scope. This enables modularity isolating implementation complexity and supporting diverse use cases and environments. For example, unit scheduling can be implemented by exchangeable Scheduler components, suitable for applications of diverse scales, with different coordination patterns, and executed on Beowulf clusters or Cray machines.
Components are also designed to be stateless and instantiated concurrently. In this way, RP can manage multiple pilots and units at the same time, resulting in scalable throughput and tolerance to failing components. Concurrent components are coordinated via a dedicated communication mesh which incurs infrastructure and runtime overhead, offset by the lower component complexity and improved overall scalability of the system.
B. RP Modules
The modules of RP are distributed between the user workstation and the target resources. The PilotManager and UnitManager are executed on the user workstation while the Agent runs on the target resources. RP requires Linux or OS X with Python 2.7 or newer on the workstation but the Agent has to execute different types of units on resources with very diverse architectures and software environments.
RP manages these heterogeneities via the Launcher component of the PilotManager (Fig. 2) , and the Stager, Scheduler and Executer components of the Agent (Fig. 3) . The Launcher uses resource configuration files to define the number, placement, and properties of the Agent's components of each Pilot. Configuration files are made available for resources of XSEDE, NCSA, NERSC, ORNL but users can provide new files or alter existing configuration parameters at runtime, both for a single pilot or a whole RP session.
Depending on the architecture of the resource, the Agent's Stager, Scheduler, and Executer components (Fig. 3) can be placed on cluster head nodes, MOM nodes, compute nodes, virtual machines, or any combination thereof. Multiple instances of the Stager and Executer component can coexist in a single Agent, placed on any service node or compute node of the pilot's allocation. ZeroMQ communication bridges connect the Agent components, creating a network to support the transitions of the units through components.
Once instantiated, each Agent's Scheduler gathers information from the RM, retrieving the number of cores held by the pilot on which the Agent is running and how those cores are partitioned across nodes. Currently, the Scheduler acquires information from physical or virtual Linux machines and the following RMs: TORQUE, PBS Pro, SLURM, SGE, LSF, LoadLeveler, and Cray CCM.
Depending on requirements, the Agent's Scheduler assigns cores from on one or more nodes to each unit, setting the cores to "BUSY". For example, cores on a single node are assigned to multithreaded units while, cores on topologically close nodes are assigned to MPI units to minimize communication overheads. Two scheduling algorithms are currently supported: "Continuous" for cores organized as a continuum, and "Torus" for cores organized in an ndimensional torus, as found, for example, on IBM BG/Q. The Agent's Scheduler passes the units on to one of the Agent's Executers and Executers use resource configuration parameters to derive the launching command of each unit. Currently, RP supports the following launching methods: MPIRUN, MPIEXEC, APRUN, CCMRUN, RUNJOB, DPLACE, IBRUN, ORTE, RSH, SSH, POE, and FORK. Each resource is configured with two launching methods, one for MPI tasks and one for serial tasks.
Agent's Executers execute units via one of the two launching methods depending on the unit parameters and on the characteristics of the execution environment. Two spawning mechanisms are available: "Popen", based on Python, and "Shell", based on /bin/sh. Executers monitor the execution of the units, collect exit codes, and communicate the freed cores as "FREE" to the Agent's Scheduler.
C. Trade-offs
The design of RP supports heterogeneous and dynamic workloads and resources. As seen in §III-A and §III-B, heterogeneity is supported by implementing interoperability at multiple levels. The Pilot API enables the description of generic workloads, the SAGA API abstracts the specificity of resource interfaces and RMs while the Scheduler and Executer of the Agent support multiple scheduling, launching, and process spawning methods. As a result, scalar, MPI, OpenMP, multi-process, and multi-threading units can be executed with shared or non-shared input data.
Workload and resource dynamism are supported by implementing modularity and executing multiple instances of each module. The modules and components of RP are stateless, pluggable, and can be transparently exchanged. Multiple instances of UnitManager and PilotManager can manage various pilots, bootstrapping several Agents on many resources. Multiple Agent's Stager, Executer, (and soon) Scheduler components can be concurrently instantiated, supporting the execution of many workloads on a varying number of pilots and resources.
The distributed, modular, and concurrent design of RP introduces complexities with both usability and performance overheads. RP however improves usability both at application and resource level by offering: a unified configuration system with default support for multiple HPC and HTC resources; user-level execution with no services installed or configured on target resources; and templates and coding facilities to develop modules supporting new resources, scheduling algorithms, and launching methods.
The performance overheads of RP's design require experimental characterization as they depend on the properties of both the workloads and the resources used for the execution. The execution overheads introduced at resource level are particularly relevant as they affect the execution of every unit, independent of whether the workload is divided in stages, or bounded by task dependences. The overheads introduced by bootstrapping the components of the Agent, scheduling the units, and launching them contribute to the overall time to completion of the workload.
IV. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION
We use two metrics to characterize the performance of RP: total time to completion (TTC) of the given workload and resource utilization (RU). TTC is a measure of how fast an application can be executed on RP; RU a measure of the percentage of available resources used by the execution. Both metrics are relevant for HPC resources, which traditionally have been designed and operated so as to maximize overall utilization.
The execution of workloads comprised of many, possibly heterogeneous and dynamic tasks require the interplay of all RP's components and their supporting infrastructures. Nonetheless, as seen in §III, Figures 1-3 , RP reduces every workload down to the execution of a set of units on one or more independent Agents. Once retrieved by an Agent, the execution of the units is performed in isolation, on the resources of the Agent's pilot. As such, the characterization of TTC and RU depends on how each individual component of the Agent and the Agent as a whole perform.
The following experiments search the parameter space of the Agent performance at both the component and module level. At the component level, each Agent's component is stress-tested in isolation measuring its theoretical maximum performance when managing an increasing number of units. At module level, the Agent is tested by executing a synthetic workload and measuring the Agent's subset of TTC and the RU of the pilot's resources on which the workload is executed.
We use a synthetic single-core workload for the module level experiments, varying the duration of each unit. This is the only parameter of the workload that affects the performance of the Agent and its components as the Agent handles execution of all types of units, single or multi-core, analogously. All units are scheduled on the pilot's resources by the Agent's Scheduler component via the Continuous or Torus scheduling algorithm, and spawned and launched by the Agent's Executor via the Popen or shell-based mechanism. Specifically, n-core units impose roughly 1/n times the scheduling overhead, 1/n times the execution overhead, and 1/n times the staging overhead, per core, compared to single-core units. As such, execution of multiple 1-core units represent the worse case scenario and the type of workload that can be best used to stress the Agent performance.
The performance of each Agent's module is bounded by that of the pilot's resources as, for example, spawning depends on creating processes on the node's operating system or communication and coordination via the nodes internal network. Thus, we perform experiments on three HPC resources, which are representative of the range and type of resources available to the computational science community: (i) Comet: a 2 PFLOP cluster at SDSC, with 24 Haswell cores 128GB RAM per node (6, RP is instrumented with a profiling facility to record timestamps of its operations. The recorded events are written to disk and utility methods are used to fetch and analyze them. RP's profiling is designed to be non-invasive and have minimal effect on the runtime. We measured the temporal overhead of the profiler by running a benchmark we developed to test RP overall performance. For the same workload executed on the same resources, the benchmark measured 144.7 ± 19.2s with profiling, and 157.1 ± 8.3s without. Note how the standard deviation of the two measurements overlap making the difference between the two execution times statistically insignificant.
A. Performance Metrics and Overheads
We use three performance metrics directly related to TTC and RU: number of units handled per second, a subset of TTC, and core utilization. The experiments at component level characterize the performance of each Agent's component in isolation by measuring the (time-variant) rate at which the individual components can handle units (in units/second). The experiments at module level characterize the aggregate performance of the Agent by measuring temporal efficiency as the subset ttc a of TTC, and spatial efficiency as core utilization over ttc a .
ttc a is the time spent by the Agent to manage and execute units. ttc a spans between the first units entering A_STAGING_IN state, and the last unit leaving A_STAGING_OUT state (Fig. 3) . In this way, ttc a isolates the elements of TTC that depend exclusively on RP's Agent.
Core Utilization is the percentage of cores used during ttc a , integrated over time. It is thus a function of how many units are in the A_EXECUTING state at any point in time of ttc a (Fig. 3) . Ideally, the Agent would be able to immediately use all cores, keep all cores busy until all units are done, and then immediately free all cores, which would result in the ideal utilization of 100%.
B. Micro-benchmarks
Micro-benchmarks measure the performance of individual RP components in isolation. In a micro-benchmark, RP launches a Pilot on a resource with a single Unit scheduled to the Agent. When the Unit enters the component under investigation, it is cloned a specified number of times (10,000 times in our experiments). All the clones are then operated on by the component and dropped once the component has terminated its activity. This ensures that the downstream components remain idle. The result is that single components can be stressed in isolation, with a realistic workload, and without the influence of any other components. This approach to micro-benchmarks has two side effects: RP components and communication channels do not compete for shared system resources and, the benchmarked component cannot be affected by bottlenecks in other components. Thus, the micro-benchmark measures the upper bound of component performance, as reached in isolation from the interactions with other components.
We perform micro-benchmarks for three Agent components: the Scheduler, Stager and Executer. Results for both the input and output Stagers are discussed together, as both components behave analogously. We measure the performance of these components for three resources (Stampede, Blue Waters and Comet), and for several load-sharing setups (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 component instances; distributed over 1, 2, 4, 8 compute nodes). These configurations span a large parameter space for the experiment, thus it is not possible to present the full set of results. We focus on those which most clearly illustrate the overall behavior of RP, in the sense that they expose performance and scaling differences between component types. The full set of profiling data and plots is available at [43] .
Our experiments based on micro-benchmarks investigate: how quickly the Scheduler, Stager and Executor reach steady throughput, and the value of the steady-state throughput as a function of the number of component instances and their distribution. 2) Agent Output Stager Performance: The Agent output Stager is expected to be constrained by the read performance of the FS. Our experiments exclude actual file transfers, the activity of the component reduces to read very small stdout and stderr files from the FS, thus mostly stressing the FS' metadata management capabilities. Fig. 5(a) shows the performance of one component instance on the three resources. We observe very little jitter, and relatively high unit throughput for all three machines: (Blue Waters: [492s ± 72]/s, Comet: [994s ± 189]/s, Stampede: [771s ± 128]/s). We assume that the observed high throughput is due to FS caching, which usually is very efficient for Read operations. Consistently, the throughput of the input Stager, which in our experiments also stresses the FS' metadata management, performs at a throughput of about 1/3rd (no plot shown), with significantly larger jitter, .500]/s), indicating that the shared FS is able to load-balance among compute nodes. The performance of metadata operations on Lustre FS is specified to about 1,000/s metadata operations per client [44] . Assuming that such operations are mostly communication bound, the observed behavior can be explained by the Blue Waters architecture: two nodes share a single Gemini router [45] , so RP only scale in throughput when using multiples of 2 nodes, as evident in figure 5(b) .
3) Unit Execution Performance: The process of spawning and managing application tasks is central to the Agent's Executor component, and this is where the resources are ob- served to differ most significantly in their average throughput, jitter and scaling behavior. Fig. 6(a) shows the throughput 1 component instance: Blue Waters is observed to have a very consistent, but low rate of [11 ± 2]/s Comet shows an average rate of [102 ± 42]/s, which though varies significantly over time. Stampede has a relatively high rate of [171 ± 20]/s, with less jitter than Comet. Fig. 6(b) shows the scaling behavior for Stampede: the throughput scales with both the number of nodes and the number of components per node. Specifically, the combination of 8 nodes with 2 Executors per node ([1188 ± 275]/s) performs similar to the combination of 4 nodes with 4 Executors each ([1104 ± 319]/s), suggesting that the scaling is independent of the component placement, and thus represents an RP implementation limit rather than a system limit. The 8 nodes times 4 components configuration achieves a throughout of [1685 ± 451]/s but at that point the jitter begins to increase compared to the smaller configurations, indicating increased stress on the node OS.
We also investigated the scaling of throughput over number and distribution of Executors on Blue Waters and Comet (no plots shown). For Blue Waters, the jitter increases very quickly, while the average throughput increases by up to a The workload for each experiment is constrained to be three times the size of the Pilot. All units run for 64 seconds and are executed using the SSH launch method. The 4k and 8k runs do not reach their maximum for this unit duration.
factor of 2.5. Comet's average throughput scales similarly to Stampede, but the observed jitter also increases further.
C. Agent Performance
To characterize the different aspects of agent performance we employ workloads that although simplified, capture the critical application requirements in Section I. The workloads have varying unit duration and are executed on pilots of different sizes. The size of each unit is set to one core; from a functional and performance perspective of RP the size of a unit is not relevant. Setting each unit to be a single core permits experiments that stress RP the fullest extent possible for a given Pilot size.
It is often the case that there are more tasks than can be run concurrently. We then use the term generation to describe a subset of the total workload, that fits concurrently on the cores held by the pilot. For example, if we have 48 tasks of a single core that need to be executed on a 16 core Pilot, there will be three generations of units. If each task is 60 seconds in duration, the optimal ttc a would be 180 seconds (3 generations × 60 seconds).
In principle, the upper bound of agent performance is the performance of its slowest component but, in practice, the Agent performance can be lower due to at least three reasons: (i) the micro-benchmarks neglect the influence of communication between components; (ii) the concurrent operation of multiple components introduces competition for shared system resources (e.g., both input and output staging compete for FS resources); and (iii) the Agent performance can be limited by slower RP components or system resources outside of the agent scope. The set of agent-level experiments discussed in this Subsection investigate the contributions of (i) and (ii). To offset (iii), we design experiments so that the agent operates in isolation, i.e., it is independent of the performance of the PilotManager and UnitManager and their interaction with the agent. Specifically, we ensure that the agent receives sufficient work to fully utilize the pilot's resources, by introducing a startup barrier in the agent ensuring that it only starts to process units once the complete workload has arrived at the agent.
In Fig. 7 we analyse RP's ability to fill all available cores with Units on Stampede. We fix the duration of the units to 64s and vary the number of cores available to the pilot. The workload for each experiment is comprised of 3 generations of units. On the y-axis we can see resulting number of units running concurrently and on the x-axis the ttc a of the respective workload as a result of that. The optimal ttc a would be 192 seconds for all runs.
The initial slope represents the rate of unit launch, which is are similar for all runs. As a consequence of the launch rate in relation to the unit duration and number of cores, the number of concurrent units reaches a ceiling of around 4100 for this set of experiments. Thus, the pilot of 4k cores is barely fully utilized and the 8k pilot underutilized. The concurrency ceiling has the same effect on both the 4k and 8k runs, with the only difference that the 8k therefore needs longer to complete. Fig. 8 shows for each unit, the time spent from "Scheduling" onto a core (A SCHEDULING) until We can distinguish the 3 generations, most clearly from the shape of the scheduling trace in blue. Although scheduling is relatively quick for all units, we see an increase within a generation, which is explained by the linear list operation in the scheduling algorithm. The scheduler assigns a core to the unit, which makes it eligible to be picked up by the executer (A EXECUTING PENDING). The "Core Occupation Overhead" is the time RP has a core marked "BUSY" for a unit minus the actual runtime of the unit (between the unit enters the A SCHEDULING state and leaves the A EXECUTING state). The largest contributing factor to core occupation overhead is the time it takes from core assignment (A EXECUTING PENDING) until actual launch by the executer (A EXECUTING). The slope of the "Executor Pickup Delay" relates to the rate of execution from Fig 7,  in that all units of the first generation are assigned a core almost immediately by the scheduler, but that it takes time until the last unit of the first generation is launched by the executer. The spawning overhead during the first generation is (slightly) higher than for subsequent generations, which is explained by the fact that for the consecutive generations the spawning is more gradual, and therefore suffers less from contention.
To build intuition into the efficiency of running a certain workload, we investigate the effect of the unit runtimes on the core utilization. The results for Stampede are in Fig. 9 . For short unit durations, the overhead of the launch rate is relatively high, resulting in lower utilization rate at higher core counts. For longer running units the impact of the launch rate decreases, first for smaller core counts then for larger ones.
D. Integrated Performance
The following experiments are designed to evaluate the response of RP to an end-user application. They examine different workload barriers which represent what end-user applications encounter. Most importantly this factors in the communication between UnitManager and agent that we excluded until now. The workload for each experiment is consists of 5 generations of single core units and the duration of each Unit is 60s.
In the first scenario we re-use the configuration from the Agent-level experiments, i.e., the entire workload is available at the start of the Agent ("Agent-barrier"). In the second scenario, that order is reversed, i.e., the Agent is started first and then the UnitManager starts to feed the workload to the Agent ("Application-barrier"). In the third scenario, the application creates a barrier after every generation, and it does not start to feed next-generation Units to the Agent until all Units of the previous generation are completed ("Generation-barrier"). The optimal TTC for this workload is 300 seconds. Fig. 10 (top) shows that the performance difference between the Agent-barrier and Application-barrier are negligible for small core counts, but become noticeable when the Pilot has more than 1k cores. In Fig. 10 (bottom) we focus on the experiment conducted with 1152 cores and we see that the offset is primarily caused by the different unit startup rates. This is explained by the fact that in the Agentbarrier scenario all workload is ready to run at the Agent side while in the Application-barrier scenario the workload still needs to be communicated to the Agent. The performance of the Generation-barrier shows considerable overhead for experiments at smaller core counts. The detailed plot in Fig. 10 (bottom) shows prolonged periods of core idleness between the generations. During this period the status of the units are communicated back to the UnitManager, and the workload of the next generation is submitted to the Agent; the communication delay causes core idleness. The communication load increases with the number of units, and thus with the number of cores, which explains the growth of the overhead with increasing core counts. The execution rate of the Generation-barrier run for consecutive generations is consistent with that of the Application-barrier.
V. DISCUSSION
We started with micro-benchmarks which offer insight on how each individual Agent component performs on diverse target resources for different Agent configurations (Sec. IV-B). These benchmarks provided an upper-bound on the performance of each component showing system specific dependences. Unexpectedly, the Agent's Scheduler performance pointed towards differences in Python execution efficiency (Fig. 4) while subtle architecture dependences emerged in the performance of multiple instances of the Agent's Stager (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, the number of Executer instances per node was shown to be irrelevant for unit execution performance, up to the scale tested (Fig. 6) . We then performed Agent-level benchmarks, executing heterogeneous workloads on heterogeneous pilots with different Agent's configurations. This characterized the aggregated performance of the Agent's components, confirming that it is mostly a composition of the individual components' performance, supporting the architectural choices of RP. Accordingly, the Agent's Executer was the slowest component of the Agent, primarily due to unit spawning overhead (Fig. 8) . This confirmed the performance bound of the system and Python process management as observed with the micro-benchmarks, especially when executing multiple generations within the same pilot. Scalability across pilot size is instead confirmed, suggesting that performance will be stable for increasingly larger pilots and a single generation execution (Fig. 7) .
The primary objective of RP's design is to support heterogeneity and dynamism both for workloads and resources. Our experiments show how RP is used on heterogeneous resources with differing architectures and software environment. They also show how RP does not place constraints on the size and duration of the units, enabling variation of these parameters at unit level and across workload generations. As such, these experiments validate the primary design decisions while characterizing RP's performance and establishing limits to its scalability.
Our experiments show that performance increases with the increase of units duration. The concurrent execution of short units increases the overlap between their spawning and running phases. For similar reasons, there is a degradation when executing multiple workload generations on the same pilot. Importantly, the rate at which these performance limitations affect heterogeneity and dynamism is mostly independent of the size of the pilot. The rate depends instead on the ratio between the number of tasks in a workload and the number of cores available on the pilot. As Unit size is the smallest possible, the performance results represent a lowerbound: for the same number of units, utilization improves as the size of the Unit increases.
VI. CONCLUSION
Prima facie, a system implementing the Pilot abstraction [10, 11] provides the conceptual and functional capabilities needed to support the scalable execution of dynamic and heterogeneous workloads. The impact of an abstraction is limited to its best implementation. Whereas there are multiple pilot systems, they are either geared towards specific functionality or platforms. Against this backdrop, RADICAL-Pilot (RP) brings together recent conceptual advances [10, 11] with advances in systems & software engineering, and open source and community best practices. This paper describes the architecture and implementation of RP (Sec. III), and characterizes the performance of its Agent module on three HPC platforms (Sec. IV). RP is a system that is: (i) adaptable to a wide variety of requirements in terms of heterogeneity of workloads and resources, (ii) amenable to abstract performance analysis and optimization, and (iii) currently has performance that is resource-limited and not implementation or design limited (Sec.V).
Given the diversity of current [46] and future workloads that will utilize HPC systems (see Ref. [47] for a recent analysis on NERSC systems), the scalable execution of dynamic and heterogeneous workloads is a critical requirement. For the domain of molecular sciences, there is a demonstrated need [48] to be able to support up to 10 5 MPI tasks as part of a single "simulation".
RP will need to be re-engineered to efficiently execute workloads at this scale. Immediate improvements can be obtained by modifying the interaction among RP's modules and to avoid exposing resource limitations. However, most of the benefits will come from improving the Agent, consistently with what argued and shown in §III and §IV. We are planning to: (i) Develop a concurrent Scheduler to support partitioning of the pilot resources and having multiple agents operating in parallel on these partitions; (ii) Explore new launch methods developing and experimenting new Executer implementations; and (iii) aggregating units depending on their application provenance and duration to optimize throughput.
The focus of this paper has been on the direct execution of workloads on HPC machines, but RP also forms the middleware system for a range of high-performance applicationtools [49] [50] [51] [52] , already use in production. RP also serves a vehicle for research in distributed [53] and data-intensive scientific computing [54] . RP is available for immediate use on many contemporary platforms [55] . RP source is accompanied with extensive documentation and an active developer-user community.
